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“Dr. Andreas is one of the finest 
Speakers and Trainers in America today.” 

Brian Tracy ~ International Best Selling Author 

Dr. Andreas Boettcher understands the challenges business leaders and top performers face, because 
he’s been in their shoes as either an entrepreneur, sales professional and former executive sales director. 

Since selling his multi-million dollar wellness center in 2007, he has spent the last 10 years of his life 
helping some of the biggest brands in the world with over 1,000 high-level presentations and trainings to 
his credit; launching new brand initiatives, training sales and service teams and designing custom 
training programs.  

His work spans a wide range of industries and clients demonstrating Dr. Andreas’ unique and diverse skill 
set. He now travels the world sharing his insights, helping them to initiate change, improve performance 
and deliver sales growth.  

Dr. Andreas is also a best-selling author and the creator of three popular online training programs: 
AMPLIFY Your Talk, Prescription Based Selling and Making It Right. 

Combine this experience with the discipline and focus of a three-time Ironman Triathlete it’s no wonder 
why Dr. Andreas has become known as the “Ironman of Sales Success.” 

In fact, his core message centers around the idea that everyone today is a “sales athlete.” An athlete who 
is competing to win on the most competitive field in “sports” today, business. Where there is no prize for 
second place. No participation trophies found here. You either find a way to win or you find an excuse. 

His peers have recognized Dr. Andreas as one of the finest speakers and trainers in the world today. His 
presentations include original research and customized for each audience. He inspires audiences with 
case studies that always include powerful, relevant stories that resonate long after the event has passed. 
Attendees leave every event with a specific plan of action for applying new ideas once they get back to 
work.  

Dr. Andreas takes the time necessary to get to know every clients business needs and customizes all 
keynote presentations and corporate seminars to deliver actionable insights that shorten the sales cycle 
and time to revenue. To hear what others are saying & see Dr. Andreas on stage, visit 
www.DrAndreas.com.

Who is Dr. Andreas?

Dr. Andreas Has Worked With:

http://www.DrAndreas.com


This bold, daring and completely customized 
Keynote challenges the status quo and is 
different every time.  Most of all, it challenges 
conventional sales wisdom and offers the 
audience practical ideas they can immediately 
leverage to drive business growth on their very 
next sales call or appointment. 

DrAndreas will not just “talk” about sales, he’ll 
demonstrate live how an entirely new set of sales 
competencies are required to compete and win 
business from today’s demanding, sophisticated 
and educated consumers.  

Yes, DrAndreas will choose a member from your 
audience and dare to mock role-play “selling” 
one of their own products or services from stage! 
Making this high impact and fun keynote real, 
raw and relevant. 

Prescription Based Selling 
Selling Value in the New Economy

____________________________________________________________________________________________

“Price becomes the default in the absence of value”

He will inspire your sales organization towards higher levels of seller competency with a focus on 
demonstrating expertise and consultative skills your prospects will value. 

Earning attention, opportunity and partnership with today’s customer requires a sophisticated, 
diagnostic approach centered on their needs. Prescription Based Selling is the answer.  

The outcome of this keynote will be a sales organization who see’s themselves as part of the value 
proposition, an expert capable of delivering value win business in competitive and complex sales 
engagements. Easily aligns with any methodology.  

Price becomes the default in the absence of value! 

Dr. Andreas delivers sound practical sales advice that’s both actionable and inspirational. I 
hired Dr. Andreas several times as master trainer / sales coach presenter for large seminars 
both online live stream and in person events… he delivered every time! Audiences of highly 

successful sales professionals consistently rated his presentations 9 out of 10. Dr. Andreas is 
engaging, professional and an expert at helping sales professionals improve their sales game.  

Thomas Sweet - Marketing Director Transamerica



Manual prospecting is tough, hard and time 
consuming. Not to mention loaded with excuses 
objections and stalls that only lengthen the sales 
cycle and lower your positioning.  

Instead, let’s leverage your time and flip the arrow of 
positioning in your favor turning you from the hunter 
to the one being hunted. Together we’ll design, 
create and teach your team how to deliver a 
persuasive and informative presentation. One that 
delivers massive value while positioning you and 
your company as the market leader. 

Speaking is the one tool no one can compete with 
you on and that every business/sales athlete must 
have to attract new clients in droves.

AMPLIFY Your Talk 
Command Any room, Anytime, Any Where.

It was one talk that allowed me to build multi-million dollar wellness center, one talk that allowed me 
to build one of the fast growing network marketing teams in history and one talk that allowed me to 
reinvent my career when it mattered most. I firmly believe everyone is just one talk away from 
building the business they want with an endless pool of highly qualified leads eager to do business 
with you on the spot! 

Stop banging your head on the prospecting wall and let’s focus your sales success on delivering 
value to your audiences while positioning you as the authority, when the moment is brief and the 
impact is high. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

“You Are Just One Talk Away From Endless Pool
Of Highly Qualified Leads”

"Do it now and do it quickly! AMPLIFY Your Talk is the best time, best money invested. 
DrAndreas' specialty is teaching you how to take your specific Talk and deliver it from stage in 
way that makes sense to the audience while maintaining your sincerity and authenticity. If you 

have a desire to use Speaking to grow your business in way that is both articulate and 
persuasive, I highly recommend you AMPLIFY Your Next Talk with DrAndreas!” 

Stephanie Chung ~ Vice President of Sales Western Region, FlexJet ~ Private Jets



Top “sales athletes” know one thing, your mental 
dialogue either makes you or breaks you. Skills and 
talent alone cannot replace your attitude, energy or 
resil ience. Your abil i ty to think successfully 
strategically and tactically in the face of adversity, 
rejection and fear will set you apart. During this 
program your audience will leave with the mental 
muscle and stamina required to be an impact player in 
a high performing organization. 

Discover how to smash through self-imposed 
barriers to reach optimal performance 
Learn how to stay motivated and psyched up to 
serve and sell 
How to maintain authority and positioning 
throughout the sales conversation 
Capture the Ironman secrets to a superior mental 
game 
How to become the MVP of your sales organization 
even if someone is smarter, more talented and more 
experienced

Mental Sales Mastery 
Good To Great, To Unstoppable

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Outcome:  
Audience members will finally realize what learned belief systems have been imprisoning their 
potential and unconsciously sabotaging any progress. They will leave with the winning mindset to 
embrace challenges and overcome adversity knowing there is no prize for second place, no 
participation trophies found here. Your team will either find a way to win or find an excuse! There is 
no in between.  

“Andreas has a incredible innate skill at being able to get to the core of people’s story & help them shift out 
of that & take powerful action for themselves. He does so with so much genuine heart & compassion that it 

almost doesn’t even seem like selling. He has helped me grow in my confidence as a sales person who does 
more than sell, but makes a difference in peoples lives. Since training, working, & learning from Andreas I’ve 
had my highest sales in consecutive months & have been able to touch the lives of hundreds of people in a 

powerful way that was empowering for everyone involved. I am extremely grateful for his motivation & 
leadership in helping me take my sales skills to the next level.” 

Jeremy Agee – Personal Account Representative for Chopra Center of Well-Being



Straight up raw and real, the truth on what it really 
takes to achieve success – made plain, simple 
and actionable. DrAndreas draws from his own 
extraordinary journey to success from millionaire to 
broke, Ironman to “aluminum man,” only to reclaim 
it all back.  

Lessons distilled into the core fundamental 
principles ever achiever needs to know, practice 
and master to obtain anything above ordinary 
success. DrAndreas will outline the Ironman 
Discipline and habits required for all significant 
achievement raising the bar on what’s possible for 
the everyday “Sales Athlete.”  

Finding and keeping your motivation to stay 
consistent in the disciplines needed to 
overcome complacency and one’s comfort zone 
Developing and capturing the elusive but 
awesome force of momentum—catch it and you 
will be unstoppable! 
How to win—every time! The No. 1 strategy to 
achieve any goal and triumph over any 
competitor, even if they are more talented, 
smarter and more experienced.

Unlocking “Ironman” Achievement 
Be More, Sell More, Achieve More In Less Time

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Eradicating the bad habits (some you might be unaware of!) that are constantly derailing your 
progress 
Painlessly installing the few key disciplines required for a major breakthrough and lasting results 
Focus on priority management, not time management to sell more in less time 

Outcome: 
Finally, an understanding that there is no quick fix to success. Success is earned through hard 
work, discipline, key habits and the consistency of positive choices repeated over time. With the 
principles made clear and simple, attendees leave with a sense of clarity and belief that they can 
achieve extraordinary levels of success, and knowledge about what to do to get started 
immediately. 

“Andreas Boettcher is by far one of the most inspiring and motivating human beings I have ever met. 
He has the ability to light a fire in you that will inspire you to make significant transformations in the 
way you live your life. I only follow advice from those who are living examples of the lessons they 

teach. Andreas is that and much more!” 

Timothy Fueling ~ Publisher of The Chiropractic Journal



Amplifying business growth through memorable 
experiences.  

This keynote focuses on how you can amplify the 
relationships you have with your most important 
shareholders: your customers. DrAndreas 
t e a c h e s o r g a n i z a t i o n s h o w t o c re a t e 
extraordinary experiences and earn customers 
for life.  

The customers of today are just one click away 
from joining your competitors. As a result, their 
expectations have evolved to one that requires 
an experience that is dependable and 
predictable. This keynote examines how 
category-leading companies start with their 
people, aligning employees around a common 
mission and empowering them to create 
memorable customer experiences.  

DrAndreas will share stories from his portfolio of 
case studies launching one of the biggest brands 
on the Las Vegas Blvd, The Cosmopolitan; and

Breakthrough Brands 
Unleash The Power of the Customer Experience

smaller companies looking for the most effective ways to reinvent and reignite their brand 
experience. He will help participants refocus their thinking and emerge with new ideas about 
both the customer and employee relationships knowing everything they do or don’t do, ultimately 
affects the customer. 

The outcome of this keynote will be an audience ready to regain their commitment to the 
organization with the end goal to drive customer loyalty and drive business growth. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________

“I worked with DrAndreas during my time at Transamerica and  was so pleased with his work, 
hired him immediately to help us launch our new brand initiative for us here at NuVision. His 

input, guidance and leadership where critical to our success throughout the entire 
organization; enrolling every team member to work united under one new vision. 

Thomas Sweet - VP of Marketing NuVision Federal Credit Union

“Everything affects the sale”



Leadership for the 21st Century has changed, or 
has it? Though employees and customers 
needs have changed their desire to be valued 
and recognized hasn’t’. 

In this Keynote DrAndreas challenges modern 
convent ional thought by out l in ing the 
fundamental needs al l customers and 
employees have. This interactive keynote 
delivers new insights and actionable strategies 
that leaders can leverage immediately to drive 
“Ironman” levels of achievement from even 
ordinary performers. 

Traditional command and control leadership has 
been replaced with a more connected, 
col laborative and flexible approach to 
managing people and top performance.  

The essential strategies to recruiting the 
people you want and earning maximum 
performance

Winning Leadership Culture 
How to Lead, Influence and Empower Top Performance

____________________________________________________________________________________________

How to get extraordinary achievement from (seemingly) ordinary talent 
The number 1 job of every leader and your key competitive advantage to top performance 
Successfully get more done in less time by making decisions and stop playing office politics 
The leader you need to become to motivate and inspire everyone around you 
Modern leadership for the new economy 

Your outcome will be leaders ready lead by example and not lecture or conjecture. Leaders 
who are prepared to earn employee commitment, amplify productivity and performance that 
drops straight to the bottom line. 

“Dr. Andreas has a knack for developing leaders. When you’re sitting in an audience, of 50 
or 500 he makes you feel like he’s talking to you directly. The first time I heard Dr Andreas 
was in Phoenix, and from the moment he walked to the stage he captivated the audience 
by his charisma, and inspired the audience to be better and make resolutions that could 

have immediate impacts on their lives and business.” 

Arnauld Nakaha, Director of Sales for Beachbody – 
Creators of P90x and Insanity



Why You Want To Book Dr. Andreas

Polished Without The Pretense
Smooth, sincere and authentic...without the pretense found in so many of today's 
high, shall we say, demanding speakers. 

Help Market Your Event
DrAndreas can help create promotional content and videos to drive attendance to 
your event leaving your audience singing the praises of your hard work.

Instant ROI
No "jacuzzi experience" here, where everyone feels good for an hour and nothing 
changes. Content rich presentations that drop straight to the bottom line without 
any fads, tricks or gimmicks. 

Easy To Work With
No special green rooms or candy needed. All he needs is a mic, flip chart and the 
occasional powerpoint. Most of all, a hungry audience ready to learn and take 
massive action!

Customized For Your Audience
DrAndreas tailors his presentations specifically to your audience and industry. No 
two presentations are ever alike so you audience feels valued and most of all 
understood. 

Lasting Impact
More than happy to work with you and your team post event with challenges and 
actions to ignite lasting change. 

“Dr. Andreas is one the best motivational speakers I've ever met. He has a 
passion for helping people find their greatest potential in life. I've seen Dr. 

Boettcher in action and he is truly committed to his profession.” 

~ Sherry Kesling ~ 
Associate Broker 

HomeSmart International



Dr. Andreas Boettcher redefines organizational 
leadership on a personal level. He is one of the few 
individuals that can help people feel like they are 
sitting one-on-one while being inspired in a room of 
thousands. Truly enlightening and life changing! 

Andrew Mangeris ~  
Chief Marketing Officer at Kyani

“Dr. Andreas Boettcher is an inspirational figure to 
me and to countless others. Not only does he have 
the know-how and the passion to help others 
succeed, but his life’s experiences have given him 
the ability to relate to others with compassion and 
authenticity. This helps him truly shine as a mentor. 
If you want to increase your productivity in any 
endeavor, Dr Boettcher will help you reach your 
peak potential. Whether one-on-one or from the big 
stage, Dr Boettcher is one of the very best at his 
craft. I highly recommend him.” 

Clint McKinley ~  
VP, Worldwide Sales at JAFRA Cosmetics

To book DrAndreas for your next event, call 
1-844-512-6868 or email success@DrAndreas.com. 

For more videos and downloads from DrAndreas, go to 
www.DrAndreas.com.  

Guaranteed to drop profits straight to your bottomline! 

mailto:success@DrAndreas.com
http://www.DrAndreas.com

